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INTRODUCTION

Public awareness continues to be a growing concern among this nation's

State Developmental Disabilities Planning Councils. In an attempt to capture

some of the latest thinking on key issues about this communicatiofi endeavor,

we have compiled this material for your reference and use. The thematic

thread throughout this booklet concer4ns the needs, approaches, and techniques

of public awareness.

In 1974 the Developmental Disabilities/Technical AsScistance Systei held,

a meeting Of DD Coundils involved in public awareness to discuss mutual con-
,

terns, plans, and,Ooblems. Eight states participated in that 'Sesion. The.

second "Public Awareness Idea Sharing SeOion" a year later drew nineteen

states; this year twenty-two states participated.

Not only has the number of DO Councils involved in public awareness in-
.

creased, but so has the breadth'of their activities and the sophistication

of their efforts. Presently DD Councils are engaged.in a wide variety of

activities. These include changing the attitudes of the general public;

informing legislators; keeping professional colleagues across the state in

contact with each other; enlisting the aid of doctors and other health pro-

fessionals in locating unserved children; educating the media aboutdevel6p-

, mental disabilities so that they can better inform the public; and promoting

state government administrators' understanding about the work of the DD Coun-

cil. In carrying out these. diversified Activities, DD Councils have developed

films, brochures, slide7tapes, newsletters, television programs, posters,

pamphlets, and press kits. They have held conferences, and seminars. Above

all, the Councils have developed and engaged in one to one personal communi-

1 4
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catio In short, DD Councils have generated a wide array 'of public aware-

ness *ls and objectives and are using a full range of strategies to *pie-
\

ment them.

The purpose of this booklet is to look at some aspects of what makes an

effective public awareness campaign and how a DD Council can develop and
4

support it. To this end, various perspectives are included. These were pre-

pared by the authors who served as resource persons at this year's Public

Awareness Idea Sharing Conference on March 3-5, 1976 in Itasca, Illinois.
...

Their chapters are not transcripts of their presentations nor is this document

intended to serve as a proceedings of the Conference. The resource people

were invited to pahicipate in both the Conference and this booklet, because

we felt that each had an important perspective on the issues involved in

public awareness.1 We have enlisted their expertise to focus on areas in
..,

which DD Councils have had persistent problems.or to explore new opportunities

for effective DD Council action.

As always, We welcome feedback, not only on what is presented in this

booklet, but on other public awareness topics of concern and interest to you.

.

,Gary Richman
Pascal Trohanis

Chapel Hill, North Carolina
May 1976'

, .
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CHAPTER 1
I

CHANGING THE IMAGERY OF DD CITIZENS

IN THE MEDIA

by

Sondra Diamond



Changing attitudes toward persons witVcjevelodisabilities

is a challenging mandate. Moreover, the messa e the DD Council wants to

communicate competes with images arid messages from many sources, especially

the mass media.

Sondra Diamond is a counseling psychologist in Philadelphia. Her

paper describes the need for communicators to examine carefully their own

feelings as a necessary first step in modifying the media imagery of

citizens who are, like her, developmentally disabled.

O



"Lucky, lucky, lucky you!" I'm sure many,of you recall that slogan that

we so frequently heard on radio and television during a recent United Fund

campaign. "Lucky, lucky, lucky you" was not the message that was projected.

The louder message, and probably the intended message, was hidden. "Unlucki,

Wunlucky, unlucky e" as the more evident, impliednessage communicated through

an adorable, cripp e child, a bedridden elderly woman, and others. Isn't the

heart rendering display of poor unfortunates the best way to get people to

donate money? Or, is there a better way?

A'few years ago the National Organization for Women produced a television

commercial showing a diaper-clad baby girl toddling across our screen. A deep,

unseen vdice told the viewer, "This child is handicapped." Bus and train pos-

ters, magazines, and newspapers carried an advertisement adapted from this

commercial, with a photograph of the same little girl, and the banner headline

reading "This Child is Handicapped." The word-"handicapped" evokes pity.

NOW utilized this feeling to point out the inequalities suffered by women, per-
.

petuating the down-troddtn image of the disabled. Can we permit the media

to continue, to use the image of the developmentally disabled as helpless for

-self-serving purposes? Or, is there a better way?

Television scriptwriters are as guilty in their distortion of the image

of disabled people as are advertising copywriters. Television dramas depict '

disabled people in two polarized ways: either we are superheroes or pathetic

invalids,, Anexample of the superheroes is Ironsides, the superdop in a

wheelchair. Have you ever noticed that when Chief Ironsides investigates a

crime, he is never confronted by architectural barriers? He is never subjected

to curious stares or inquisitive comments about his disability. And who can

forget Longetreet, the blind insurance investigator, who could hear a criminal

breathing fifty. yards away? Thus the myths are perpetuated that those of us

9
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who are in wheelchairs have super-intellecis'and those of us that are blind

have super-hearing.

At the other end of the spectrum, television portrays us as helpless

creatures to-be cared for constantly. We end up as victims of crimes, con-

fined for life to eelchair as'a result of being shot by a would-be

murderer; or we are shown as an elderly, neurotic mother-in-law manipulating

her famil:y from a wheelchair or a sick bed: Are heroes and invalids the only

two stereotypes that television can draw on when characterizing disabled

ople? Or, is there a better way?

he greatest exposure that disabled people have in the media, espe-

cially on television, is through telethons. Little children on crutches

parading past television cameras, children in wheelchairs having songs such

as "You'll Never Walk Alone" or the etmpossIbleDreare sung to them, are

bound to evoke the proverbial lump in the.throat. If disabled adults are

shown, which is seldom, they are treated patronizingly and condescendingly,

rather than as individuals who have overcome-their .disabilities; Famous

celebrities, with tears in their eyes; implore,the viewers to give.until it'

hurts. Is this how we are to educate the public. concerning'-disabled people?

Is this how we are to.cohtinue to acquire funds,' to implement programs, ser-

vices and-research? Or,'is there a better way?

If you are concerned`with changing the image of developmentally disabled

people ik,the media, you must first be more comfortable with your feelings con-

cerning disabled individuals. You must-see us as total. humah.beingt, with all

the potential and fe

sional expertise do

s of the non-disabled. -Y4ur willingness and profes-'

preclude the fact that you have a' set of notions and.

feelings about p-.. a different from yourselves: whether they be of a differ-

ent race, nationality; sex, or the disabled. I am, of course, especially in-
,
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_---------- terested in your feelings about disabled people. These feelings cannot be

ignored; they must be faced head-on if you are to be effective:in changing

--the fe lings of others.,

Ex ine your feelfhgs. Examine them in terms of what you were taught

aboutevelopmentally disabled people while you were growing up. You were

probably taught not to look at them, and not to stare. Yet'you were freely
.

permitted to look at other people: Examine your feelings about disabled

people in terms of your own fears,'self-aubt, and your own self-concept

about your body image. It is also important for you to discuss your feelings

openly with your collegues. It is too easy to project how you think you

might feel if you were disabled. Being disabled is not the same as thinking

about what it would be like if you were disabled.
41.

You are human being's! In working for developmentally disabled people,

you must acknowledge youi. feelings - e negative ones as well as the positive

ones. Face 'these feelings and deal with them! Let, us not think; "I shouldn't

feel this way." If you face your own feelings about\disabled people, den

'You willibe free to get on with the business of proje ting a true :image without

. being encumbere0 by erroneous concepts.

Society with its many barriers makes a disability a burden, rather than

the disability itself being intrinsically a burden. Your\task is to recognize

and understand the barriert created by society which prevent disabled'-people

from-leading normal lives and to do something about it.' t-

Perhaps it would help you if we took a closer look at what it feels like'

to be disabled. It's happy, it's sad, it's exciting, it's frustrating, it's' '

probably gist like being non-disabled. You worry about the future, you revel

in the joys of the'present, you wonder Whit will become of you when your'famtly

is no longer around to help you with your special needs. You want to'go places

, 11 ,
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and do things just like everYone/4?. Yod have the same sexual drives, the
,

same hopes and dreams for marriage and a family, the same aspirations r a

successful, life aS everyone else does.

Being disabled is also a puzzling experiencehecause people don't react

to you the 'way you feel inside. People look at you and assume-you are.re-
,

tarded or incompetent or a pitiful sight. But you don't ieel retarded, 1117

competent or pi ifu.

,There is a great emphasis placed,ondhysical competency, so -when you are

confronted with an individual who can't toilet himself, or dress himself,

..there is a tendency to treeft this person as if he were also emotionally and

intellectually, helpless. The two do not go hand-in-hand. Yet, itIsztrue

that I cannot take myself'td the bathroom or dress myself; but I can speak to

you about my feelings. I can cjirry on a full pFofessional life as a counsel-

ing psychologist, and I can lead a rich social life.

It is also impor nt for you to know that there are moments when a great

deal of sel4ity washe over a disabled person.. These feelings ache 4prn out

of the Conflicts that we e erience within the environment that society creates.

The conflicts are a result what we want to do, what we are capable of doing,

and what we are permitted to 0.

Disabled people in our society hiie historicallyfi en second class citizens.

And, assuch,,have been subject to the same indignitie that other minority

groups have had to endure. For'example,
4

ten perCent of% the population of the

-`United States is physically disabled: And that figure of 10% is merely an

estiihat for these are the people who are on record in.hospitals, agencies,

and/the like. Therefore, the figure is much higher. By 1980, because of

the marvels of medical science to keep us alive, some estimates predict 50%

of the population will be disabled.,

12
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In order for LIN to prepare for what is only four short years away, it

. ,is your task to epthre-public dhderstand that 4 disability is not an ab-

normality - it is a difference. We are as different as each of you are

from each other.' Our eye colors are different, our hope9 are different,

our educational levels are different - as different as each of yours are.

)We do .rot see an inferiority in being disabled; rather, we_are different.

The black ran waited impatiently for the media to ,recognize him a.s-a'Fi-

ordinary human being. It is only recently that we have seen him in comer-
.

cials brushing his teeth, as a user of deodorant, or boing an automobile:

Will it take us another decade to recognize that developmery disabled

people brush their teeth, use-deodorant, and purchase automobiles? Or,
0

is there a better way?

I
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CHAPTER 2

PLANNING A PUBLIC AWARENESS

PROGRAM

by

Daniel O'Connell

. 14
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One of the difficult problems in mounting a public awareness program is

clearly defining the goal, the target audience, and the message. Daniel

O'Connell, former Directpr of the Connecticut DD Council, wrestled with this

problem for over a year. His paper presents a simple matrix approach to

planning a public awareness program which he developed as a result of his

experiences.% His matrix framework addresses the components of goals, strai.e-_.

ties, audiences, messages, andsassessment.

Daniel O'Connell is currently Superintendent of the-Hartford Regional

Center in Newington, Connecticut.

15
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Introduction

It is unfortunate, but true, that all too often programs fall far short

of their objectives because ofthe absence of a clear and specific planning,

Mechantsm. Vaguely defined program objectives frequently lead to the selec-

tion of strategies which:, upon closer.scrutiny, are fqund to be inappropriate.

This tendency poses a particularly serious threat to public awareness efforts

undertaken by'State Councils on Developmental Disabilities throughout the

country.

. The concept of planntng is sometimes presented as an awesome and cumber-
.

some process. Recent years-have seen considerable sophistication added to

planning techniques; sophistication which has, the potential of being both

time-consuming and costly to maintain. That-is not the type-Of* planning

Mechanism referred to in this article.

The purpose of this presentation is.to simplify the process of planning

public awareness efforts and to present a strategy for planning which is both

meaningful and useful to DD Councils.

The Value of Planning

One must ask, "What is the real, purpose behind planning a public,aware-

ness program?", Unfortunately, DD Councils can.Kot afford the luxury of .

attempting to be all things to all, people.- In all areas:each state Council

has to be painfully selective in choosing'only those objectives which are the

riost critical in satisfying its needs. Council members must be certain that

their resources are truly being directed only toward their desired objectives,

andnot dissipated in vague and diffuse undertakings.

Not. only does a program plan help provide this 'asst.trance, but it also

serves as a blueprint to individual Council members. If stated in specific.



and concise terms, it allows the Council to monitor its efforts very closely.

In this way, 'changes in dir tion and/or allocation of resources can be decided

upon factually and accurate y, and not on the basis of impulse, supposition

or emotional debate.

On a pragmatic basis, a public awareness plan enables a Council to avoid

the dangerous "Hey, Let's Do A . . ." syndrome. This is a situation well known

to most Councils in which an iNividual proposeS,a tempting excursion away

from the Council's objectives by\introducing a statement at a well -timed

moment such as,'"Hey, let's do a newsletter," or "Hey, let's do a brochure."

Without a plan aga(ilist which the Council can measure such proposals, which

frequently,apper)ttractive at first glance, the Council may suddenly find

itself dilutine its efforts by investing its scarce resources in a wide

variety of diffuse efforts, because they were the most expedient projects

presented. A plan offers a consistent and objective method of assessing

the inevitable variety of suggestions and proposals which will be forthcoming.

, Goal + Strategy = (Plan
1-

A public awareness plan does not have to be cumbersome and complex. In

fact, simplicity is desirable. However, any plan mGst contain at least two

basic elements: a goal and the strategy to achieve that goal.

The goal of.a public awareness program is simply that which the,Counci4/

wishes to accomplish, This obviously has to be decided upon in concert with

that which the Council has identified as its prevailing purpose. Is it

awareness of consumers concerning existing programs? Is it education of the

power structure concerning the role of the Council? Is it awareness of the

_general public concerning the {seeds of persons with.developmental disabilities?

Is it modifying attitudes of various audiences toward DO citizens?

12 17



The strategy is the method or methods Which the Council will employ to

reach its goal. Will staff be hired, or will professional services be con-

tracted for? Will grants be awarded to individual agencies or will the Council

undertake the project itself? Will brochures, newsletters, television spats,

_and other techniques be employed in this project?

Not only are the two components of goal end strategy critical to any plan,

but the sequence in which they are decided upon is also important. It is fu-

tile for Councils to foCus upon strategy options prior.to determining their

specific.goal or goals. The strategy is totally dependent-upon the goal and

cannot be-decided upon in isolation. First, the Council should study and
. -

arrive at a consensus cOnctrning jts gOals and then move on to selecting

'appropriate strategies.

Applying this rationale to formulation of a public awareness program,

three basic questions emerge which must be addressed in the following sequence:

1. WHAT do.you need to say to

2. WHOM and, from the choices available

3. HOW are you going to do it

Of course, behind the answer to these three basic questions lies what-

ever studies or surveys the Council has undertaken in order to document the

need and establish the primary purpose-of public awareness program. These

,questions have to be addressed with serious regard fot that primary 'purpose.

Answering these questions does not need to be an awesome process. When

the questions are analyzed, broken down into their simplest components, the

answers can and should become clear and concise. The following matrix repre-

sents one technique for approaching these questions; it serves as a mead% to

geassociate specific messasowith,specified target audie9caeAnd to identify

appropriate strategiesIfor.each pair.

18
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Potential
Messages:

A. Pro-

gram

Messages

The Matrix Approach

Potential Audiences

I.

Power
Structure

II.

Consumers
III.

General
Public

IV. V.

Professional Media
Groups

Priority
#1

B. People

Messages

Prior-
ity #2

Figure 1

The Matrix Approach

The Matrix Approach is a visual working tool' to assist DD Councils in

planning their public awareness programs". Basically, it divides all the po-

. tenttarmessages of programs into two general categories: 'Program oriented

messages and people oriented messages. Program messages generally describe.

various aspects of existing, serv4ce array. Announcement of programs, direc-

tory of services available, agency activities and annual reporting are all

examples of strategies linked to messages which focus on programs. People

oriented messages, on the other hand, deal generallmith human interest
.Orie

stories. These are messages which depict the lifir4trustratigps,',attitudes,

achievements and day to day problems of peNons with developmental disibilties

After the Council has selected which type of message - program Sr people - it

wants to convey, it can and must then hone it down to a sharp and concise

statement. 19
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Each of these potential messages can be .directed toward any of five po-

tential audiences: the power structure, the consumers, the 'general public,

the professional groups and the media. With regard to potential audiences,

the power structure represents those groups or individuals who are in a po-

sition to make decisions which affect the program and/or lives of persons

with developmental disabilities. In addition tclthe variety of elected offi-

cials, this potential audience also includes the boards of directors of vari-

ous agencies, political action groups and the array of community councils which

iinfluence thedecision-making process. The potential audience of the consu-

mers is not as readily defined as one might assume. There are, in fact, two

types of consumer audiences; the known, already identified consumer who

is on the registry of an agency and the unknown, yet to be identified consu-

mer who has not found his way into the service delivery system.

The general public is probably the most difficult potential audience

to effectively impact. Th4 tremendous range of intelligence and sophistica-

tion, general public apathy, and the difficulty encountered in determining

message effectiveness all contribute to the scope of this problem. The po-

tential audience of professional groups contistS of the range of individuals

,Working directly or indirectly in the field of services to persons with de-

velopmental disabilities. When closely examined, it is composecrof many sub-

groups with unique interests and needs, for example: doctors, teachers, pro-

gram administrators, lawyer's, judges, employers and so on.

Finally, the potential audience of media representatives is an inter-

mediary audience, one which, if effectively informed and motivated can be

of significant help in transmitting-desired messages to other audiences. If

the media does not understand your message op2its significance, the potential
. --

foe effective And consistent transmission Of it is 'significantly reduced.

20
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Consequently, the need exists to treat this audience as a separate group..

The choice of strategies which the'Council will choose to achieve its

objectives will vary considerably depending upon which individual box or

boxes on this grid a Council identifies as its priorities. The example in

Figure -1 indicates that the first pri-ority of this Council is to direct

-----
messages about programs to the consumers themselves, and the second priority

is to direct messages about people with developmental disabilities to the

general public. ObviOusly, the strategy for each of these efforts would be

significantly different:,

Strategy Options

Historically, public awareness efforts have followed a traditional and

somewhat stereotyped approach in selecting strategy options. The prolifera-

tion of newsletters, brochures and occasional news stories illustrates this

point. In fact, imaginative examination reveals a host of strategy options

which DD Councils could employ depending upon the choice of message to be

targeted toward a specific audience.

Figure 2 is an elementary list of of the ihe strateges available to
,--

Councils. When reviewed in concert with the matrix, it is obvious that each

strategy has a different relative value of effectiveness dependent upon both

. .

the chosen message and the target audience. Working with the mitrix,appro-

priate strategies should be listed in the boxes which represent the OD Coun-'

cil's chosen priorities.

21
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Strategy,List

,..

TELEVISION IN PRINT

NEWS FEATURE STORIES MAGAZINES

STRAIGHT NEWS' BROCHURES

DOCUMENTARY PROGRAMS ANNUAL REPORTS

PUBLIC SERVICE ANNOUNCEMENTS QUARTERLIES

TALK SHOWS > PROFESSIONAL JOURNALS

FLIERS

PAMPHLETS

NEWSLETTERS

PRESS KITS

RADIO VISUALS

NEWS STORIES SLIDE/SOUND SHOWS

REGULAR SERIES MOBILE DISPLAYS/EXHIBITS

NEWS FEATURES MOTION PICTURES

PUBLIC SERVICE ANNOUNCEMENTS

TALK SHOWS
,.

,a7

OUTDOOR ADVERTISING OTHER

BILLBOARDS SPEAKER'S' BUREAU

BUS CARDS PRINTED ADVERTISING ITEMS

CITY PROPERTY LAPEL BUTTONS .

1:,

LETTER CAMPAIGNS

NEWSPAPERS SEMINARS

DISPLAY ADVERTISING PERSONAL RAPPORT

NEWS STORIES SKYWRITING

,NEWS FEATURES r FRIZBEES AND OTHER GIMMICKS

COLUMNS BUMPERBUMPER STICKERS

EDITORIALS

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

.
Figure 2 __---

_,----P
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Strategy Assessment.

Periodically, once a public awareness program is initiated, it is neces-

sary to do an assessment of each individual-strategy employed. Too often,

strategies which were initiated as experimental become standard practices and

are carried on without objective review of their 'actual costs and relative

'effectiveness. The following assessment format in Figure 3 represents, in an

elementary way; a visual aid for engaging in this process.

The Assessment Format

APPROXIMATE COSTS OUTCOME EFFECTIVENESS

La-
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I'''.
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LLIZ-0
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0
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.

(/)
V)
LLIZ
LLI>1
C-.)
Li..1
U.
La-
LLI

k

Figure 3

This format allows for listing in the left-hand column each specific

strategy which a Council may be employing.' The second column enableslhe

communicator to rank each individual strategy according to the predetermined

priority established by the Council. The columns dealing with approxima

costs should be completed as totally and completely as possible, allowing

for approximations of costs as equitably as possible. In order to gauge the
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outcome of a certain strategy, methods must be delineated. ,Additionagly, the

Council must complete an estimate of the percentage of the desired audience

reached. The consequent relative effectiveness of each strategy can be both

revealing and of critical importance to Council membership in determining

which strategies merit continuation and which should be discontinued in favor,

of a more effective one. This process should be completed at least once a

year to provide a Council with the guidance it needs.

'4.47'

General Tips

I, DD Councils have to make a,Clear and concise,commitment to public aware-
.

ness efforts before a program is undertaken. These efforts must, have a

priority assigned to them, and a well-defined operating budget within which

to work. Only after this is clearly determined should a Council b6gin its

activities. Of course, this commitment has to be reviewed periodically -

in concert with all of the Council's other priorities.

2. Public awareness programs prosper best when planning is coordinated by a

separate planning committee, sub-committee,sor task force. Committee member-

ship should consist of persons with varied bukgrounds in order to provide a.

stimulating interohange of thoughts; certainly, people skilled in use of the

various media should be represented.

3. Each State Council should remain aware of public awareness efforts under-

taken by other states, but the temptation to duplicate other state efforts

should be ayoided. The right strategy for one state may not necessarily be

the most appropriate ope.for a second state. Do yoUr own thing!

4: Once your plan is d nmined (goal + strategy =plan) be loyal to it.

7'. 24
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Don'st deviate from your plan until you've had the chance`to assess its

/ tive effectiveness. Then, and only then should change be considered.

5. Do fewith'enthusiasm! ,Public awareness.is, by its very natu,re, a vast

rela-

arena. It requires all the enthusiasm and commitment possible.

Summary

Planning a public awareness program is a thought-provoking and stimu-1

lating probess; it need not be cumbersome. The matrix approach is an aid

in identifyirig and clarifying,messages, targeting specific audiences, and

finking appropriate strategies with the program's overall goals. Close

examination reveals a multitude of potential strategiesyhich can be em-

.

played in these efforts. .rach strategy, however, must be assessed periodi-

cally with regard td its total cost and relative effectiveness. Within this

framework, it is,quite possible to employ a simple well- planned approach to

'public awareness programs.

'

1,4

'
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CHAPTER 3

IDAHO

CHILD FIND

AND

PUBLIC AWARENESS ACTIOITIES

by

'Linda _Gibbs

4

p
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The 1975 Developme tal Disabili

the St7te

chi

4

for

provide early screening, diagnosis and evaluation of infants

reset tilers who are developmentally disabled. Obviously, finding unserved

ren is critical to these processes. An exemplary Child Find System was

. developed . is operated by the Idaho State Department of Special EducatiOri,,

This program is ribed by Linda Gibbs:a Regional Resource Consultant

in the College of Education, .Llnive f Idaho at Moscow. Her paper out-

lines some of the planning principles of Child

-Idaho strategy for creating public awateness. ---------

ith emphasis on the
`
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Introduction

All children in Idaho areentitled\to a free, public education. The

Idaho compulsory attendance law applies to\thi4dren ages 7-15.,-Furthermore,

the Idaho Code, Section 33-2001, mandates that school districts must, provide

education and training for all resideg xceptional pupils. In Idaho, ex-

ceptional children are defined as: '

children whose handicaps, or whose capabilities, are so'
great as to require special education and special services
in order to develop to their fullest capacity. This definition
includes but does not limit itself to those children who are
physically handicapped, mentally retarded, emotionally disturbed,
chronically ill or who have perceptual impairment as well as
those children who are so academically talented that they need

.

special education'programs to achieve their fullest potential..

In a , federal legislation (PL 93-380) requires that state departments,

of education develop ins to identify, evaluate and diagnose all- handicapped

children in order to receive eral funding for special education programs.

In response to the above state and fe ral legislation, the following step

by step plan was developed by Dr. Judy Schr Director of Special Education,

to insure that Idaho would have an ongoing and corehensive statewide Chtqd

10.

Find system. ,4

%. Idaho Child Fin Iden fication Components

The Idaho C ii. Identification model consists of the followinlopmponents

which are consistent with our Full Services:Goal:

,Awareness

Figure).

full Services Model

Initial Aentification
and location

Diagnosis/
Evaluation

. informin_I _ Referring -IRev:mM L Mon 1 toringi

Service Re-Assessment
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In developing the Idaho Child Find system, it was believed essential that

all-aspects of our full services model be considered. Thus, "Child Find"

is but one aspect to consider in the development of a plan to locate, identi-

fy,fy, and serve all-unserved children. This paper constitutes a summary,of the

planning principles used in Idaho to design and implement the Child Find

,component of the Full Services Model. Emphasis is given to the Awareness

activities.

Some Awareness Planning Principles

The immediate purpose of Child Find is to secure as complete a list as

possible of all handicapped-preschool and school-age children who'are out of

school or not participating in any educatioh pr'ogram. Names of school -age

handiCaOli4 children are submitted to appropriate local school-district per-

sonnel; names of preschool handicapped children are submittedto regional

Child Development"Centers, other appropriate community programs, or the

State Department of Education. The long-term goals are to establish in

Idaho a procpss for ready entrance into a system of free public programs of

education and training appropriate to meet indivIdual developmental needs of--

all school -age children, as'well as to provide young handicapped children

access to early education progi-ams.

The following principles were considered in designing our Child Find .

system:

1. DeterMine the Parameters of the public information campaign such

as a) fiscal barriers, b) geographic barriers, c) personnel barriers,

d) legislative barriers, e) informational/communication barriers,

f).social barriers, etc.

2. Within the existing parameters: develop a simple but systematic plan

which-will include-all, action steps to be taken during the public

infohmation campaign. The plan should include a time frame within

which each action Step will take place.'

29
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3. Negotiate agreements or contracts with any and all available
service agencies tt provide at least partial back-up services
in areas with UMW

.4. Whenever possiblecjoin with other service delivery systems
.(via agreements, contracts, etc.) to extend the capability for
child identification; location and referral.

- /
5. Locate and utiliz or adapt existing'media And materials for

public informati n campalgns r- this Will save both time,and
dollars and ins re an infegrated.awareness campaign statewide.
"Design the,publ c information campaign to insure saturation at
the community evel.,

Or;olb 6. Mobilize voltu" teer task force's on :the local ,level, to systematically
carry out_Ch'ld Find activities. ."

It was decide by the State Department of Education to initiate Idaho's

Child Find effor s and to provide an-intensive month long search.4n October

of 1975 to p ide maximum support of identification and locatitn of handi-

capped chil t . A mass-media campaign was carried out during October in a

joint effprt by the State Department of Education, Idaho Department of Health

and Welfare, the'Idaho Asiociation for. Retarded Citizgns, Child Development

Center's, Governor's Advisory Councilon Developmental Disabillties, Idaho

ROEH, public and private agencies, and parent and-civic community groups.

tAll efforts have continued on an,ongoing'basfis after the October campaign.

Such ongoing efforts include: bank stuffers, radio and TV material, and

news releases.

Idaho's Child Find utilized volunteer task forces to carry out Child

Find activities systematically. With the support of the state organization

of theLeague of Women Voters, seven regional coordinators were recruited

from their membership to help-plan and initiate, Child Find activities in each

of the.seven regions of the state. (see Supplement 2) 'A,one-day training work-

shop was held onSeptember 26, 1975, to acquaint the volunteers with project

procedures and eactivities to be conductgd during the month of October. At this

3.0
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.
time the coordinators were given sixteen major objectives that they were asked

to carry out during the month of October as well as all materials (speech ma-

'
terial, posters, brochures, etc.) that would be needed.

Idaho's Sixteen Objectives and Activities

The,seven coordinators were asked to meet with the regional special edu-

Cation consultant of the State Department of Iducation'who was to provide them

with any assistance that they might need in carrying out the identified ob-

jectives: Th- lowing are the sixteen Objectives and their related activi-

ties th'a he volunteer regional coordinators were asked t'b carry out during

the wont of October: 4

1. Contact any local TORCH (State High School Organization) volunteers

who have responded to the State' Department. Names will be given to you.

Activities:

a. Each regional coordinator received a list of TORCH members who

had volunteered to give an identified amount of time to help carry

out Child Find activities. (see Stip"plement 2 for sample card.)

b. The coordinator contacted the TORCH members in their region and

gave them-assigned activities to be carri.ed.out at a given date.

(Activities included distributing brochure, posters, fliers, etc,)

2. Identify other volunteers who could assist with Child,Find/Public

Awareness activities. (In your owD.....town and neighboring to )

3. Assign various tasks to identified volunteers.

Activities:

a. Prepare _a schedule for volunteers. (Determine when volunteers

are to ea-rry out scheduled tasks.)

b. Give volunteers specific tasks. ( Where they are to go, what

types of information they are to disseminate, etc.)

c. Prbvide volunteers with any needed materials, sample letterS,

sample TV and radio releases-, etc. (see Supplements 3 and 4

for samples used.)

d. Any press releases, posters, etc., should emphasize both local

and state phone numbers.
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e. Ask voluntetrs to let you know if they need any assistance
and to also let you know when they have completed the assigned
activities.

4. Make or arrange for a personal visit to local television stations
regarding Child Find public service spots.

Activities:

a. Make available to regional coordinators a copy of all
TV stations in their area.

b. Provide sample releases to radio stations.

c. Have the regional coordinator arrange a local interview
to discuss Child Find in Idaho.

d. Have coordinators check to see ifITV spots are being .

played during prime time.
IP

e. Send a letter to TV stations thanking them for supporting'
Child Find.

5. Contact radio stations regarding Child Find announcements.

Activities:

a. Make available to regional coordinators a copy 0%11.
radio stations in their area.

b. Provide-sample radio spots.

c. HaVe coordin'ators check to see if radio spots are being
playedduring prime time.

"A. Have the regional coordinator arrange a local interview to
discuss Child Find in Idaho.

e. Send a letter to all radio stations thanking them for
supporting Child Find.

6. Contact legislators, State Board of Education members, agencies
serving handicapped children and_ask for n spaper releases in

support of Idaho Project Child Find.

.,/

7. Call your designated regional school superint dent; identify
yourself; leave your phone number and encourag lls or infor-
mation requests. (The state organization of,Superlfteadents had
been asked at their state meeting to identify a superintendent in
each of the seven regions who would be responsib1 for dissemi-

nating information to other superintendents in the region.
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8. When regional doctors are named, the State Department will commu-
nicate with, you. Please call ,and introduce yourself to this
doctor; leave your phone number and encourage calls regarding
transfer of names to the State Department of Education. (The
state organization of the American Medical Association was
asked at its state meeting by Dr. Judy Schrag, Director of
Special Education, to support Child Find activities and to
identify a doctor'in each region who could be contacted re-
garding Child Find Activities.

9. Contact and work with your regional special education consultant
who will be,providing assistance in your region.

Suggested activities for regional consultants:

a. Assist regional coordinators in obtaining materials.
(tapes, posters, brochures, etc.)

b. Make contacts with radio and television stations.

c. Give talks to local civic and business groups. (A

prepared tape explaining Child Find will assist any
volunteers in presenting talks to local and civic and
business groups.)

d. Assist coordinators in administrative activities:

i. Prepare-any needed duplicated materiall
(letters, tapes, etc.)

.

ii. Prepare any reports for regional,toordinators of

activities as requested by the Snte,Department of
Education. a

" Assist regional coordinator finding volunteers in
any rural towns when the coordinator has been unable
to find assistance in distributing Child Find material.

iv. Act as a liaisoh between regionaleoordihators and
the state department.

v. Organize any regional meetings for coordinators.

vi. Assist coordinators in preparing a time line of all
identified activities.

vii. Support the,coordinators -- be available to assist in
any way possible to carry out their activities. Periodi-
cally call the regional coordinators to see if any assis-
tance is needed.
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.

10. Make or arrange for contact with all local civic and businest
groups.

Activities:

a. Develop a list of suggested community resources.

b. Chamber of Commerce 1 prov local list of civic
and business'groups.

c. Make a list of coMMunity resour es and identify who will
be responsible for contacting ach group with'Child
Find information.

d. Provide cassette tape explain g Child Find that may be
used at civic and business groups' meetings.

11. Contact PTA presidents and ask them to have the October meeting
support Idaho Project Child Find. (Including distribution of
posters, etc.)

12. Contact orktar4nge for contacts with church groups, ministers,
priests, etc., for announcements regarding Idaho Project Child
Find, local canvassing, distribu /ion of materials, etc.,

13. Ask regional special education consultants to solicit from the
Council for Exceptional Children.

a. Distribute materials to areas identified by regional
coordinators.

b. Assist 4n mailing out materials to areas identifqkd_b_y-/_
regional coordinators.

;

c. Assist in makin97contacts with University radio and TV stations.

d. -Prepare news releases to the campus newspaper.

e. Make or arrange contacts with all groups on campus to ex-
plain-Child Find in Idaho.

f. Assist with any follow-up activities as identified by regional
consultant and regional coordihaws.

. 14. Respond to local, regional concerns and calls, or refer calls
accordingly.

15,. Mail any registration fbrms which identify handicapped children
who are out of school or unserved to the proper referral source.

16. Attend' meeting at the end of October to plan ongoing activities
throughout the school, year.
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Ongoing Child Find Activities

1. Bank stuffers were delivered.to participating-Idaho banks to be included
in the November bank statements to their customers throughout:the community.

2. Stuffers in church bulletins during November.

3. 'Letters explaining-Project Child Find were sent home with all first through
fifth grade students in the state of Idaho during the month of February.

4. A slide-tape presentation explaining Project Child Find was prepared for
presentation to PTA organizations in the state -of Idaho during the months
of March and April.

Summary

In conclusion, listed'below are some apparent strengths and weaknesses

in utilizing task farces to carry out Child Find activities:

Strengths:

1. The regional coordinators felt that there had been excellent support
at all levels. (State Department of Education, regional support and
local support.)

2. Coordinators were provided with all necessary materials to implement
their activities.

3. The organizational meetings gave.the coordinators a chance to get
together to discuss their activities, needs and.problems-. They'
`received support and suggestions front one another in working out
their problems.

4. The joint effort has provided communication and cooperation between
volunteer organizations, parents, agency personnel, etc.

5. As children were identified ttfrovgh-Child Find, the provisions
necessary to deliver educational services to these exceptional'
children were initiated by the appfopriate agency immediately.

ft

Weaknesses:

1. The regional coordinator's expressed concern that they were not given
a realistic estimate of the number of.hours that would be requested
by Child Find activities so that they could adjust their schedules
Accordingly,

Hopefully this summary of Idaho's planning principles, objectives and

activities will be of help to other planners.'
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Supplement 2

Dr. Judy A. Schr
Director, Specia
State Departmen
650 W. State S
Boise, Idaho

Dear Dr. Schr

I will 1

during the

ag.

1 Education
t of Education
treet
83720

ag:

.

be able to help with Idaho's Project Child Find

month of October. I expect to donate about

hours to distribute posters, pamphlets,.and Child Find forts

in my neig

No

We

T

te:

hborhood and community.

Name

, Street

City

State Zip

NoMe Phone

will appreciate receiving this before September 15; 1975.

hank you!

1
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Supplement 3

UPDATED CHILD FIND RADIO ANNOUNCEMENTS

(for use until Nov. 15) .

30 seconds

Idaho's Project Child Find is working!

A number of handicapped children have

been found and served through:school

programs or'comminity 'services. If

youknow)of a handicapped child who is

not in scilool or receiving help, write

Project. Child Find

State Oepartmen't of Education
Boise,Idaho 83720

or gall

384-2203

)0 seconds

Idaho's Project Child: Find is.wonkingl.

'SChool programs and communitysenxices
.

are available for handicapped children.

If you know' of a handicapped child A.° 'is

not in schools or receiving help

call

384-2203

.t
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Script: Videospot #1

Supplement 4

Setting: C ild between ages 10-18 months
ppears on lap of adult who describes

normal development-of cOldren,in
this age group; pldin background;
child is handling a play'object.

"Most children between'10'and 18 months can crawl, walk and climb. /
Some can go up stairs by pUttihg iine foot, then the other oft the

-

same' step. They learn* by littening, feeling, pushing, pulping,

upsetting, biting or ,tasting. By 18 months, most' children can run

and like to be chased. They understand many_words and can name familiar

things, like "dog" -or "horse." Words are beginning to form sentences,'

like "Me do it."

Not atl children devey in usual ways, hiaweve. Some are handi-

capped. Special help. isavailable for these children and their

parents. If you know of a young:handicapped child, please 'write

,

nr call your.regional Child Development Center or Project Child Find.

40
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CHAPTER 4

TEN WAYS TO MEET THE PEOPLE

AND MAKE THEM YOURS

Siting Community-Based Programs

for the DevelopmentallY DiSabled

by

Lawrence Wiseman
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Deinstitutionalization and the development of community based services,

espkially residential facilities is a top priority of a great many DD COuncils.

Public awareness and changing the community's attitudes'aee key elements in-

,

successfully developing these programs.

Lawrence Wi'seman.is managing director of the communications consulting
.. .

firm of Moses, Epstein and Wiseman in Washington, D.C. His paper cautions

against detouring actions in the siting of community-based erograms for .

developmentally disabled people. Ten helpful guidelines are presented for

open siting.
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"John Smith, director of Omicron House, Inc., tas been approached b'y the

county Office of Mental Heath and Mental Retardation to establish a community

residential program for the mentally retarded. After.identifying a working

class neighborhood with appropriate zoning, Mr. Smith locates two or three

pbssible sites, and quietly purchases one of them. Although zoning is not

a factor, he resolves in accordance with state guidelines not to site the

home if strong community opposition develops.

To an9nce the Opening of the new home, Mr. Smith sends' press releases

. to the local, papers. A few weeks later;he calls a community meeting, inviting

doctors, social wbrkers and other mental health professionals to attend and

answer questions about the importance of community residential programs. AI-

mostimmediately, Mr. Smith detects considefable hostility to the notion of

placing the home. Many citizens are distressed that they were only pprised

of. the move after the site had been purchased. Others raise objections about

decreasing property values and increasing traffic and noise. Some express

more personal fears about mentally retarded individuals.living,near their

families. Still others point to the problems other neighborhoods have encoun7

tered when residents have "gotten intotrouble." The experts' answers- seem

to do little good; by the meeting's end, when Mr. Smith promises "to get back

to them soon," there has been no perceptible change in the neighbors' position.

Disconcerted by the vehemence of their reaction, Mr. Smith decides to

seek out community leaders -- the president of the local PTA, the priest of

the neighborhood church and others. He brings along a 'distinguished academic

from the local university topfyrther buttress his arguments. After extensive

discussion Mr. Smith feels he has convinced these leaders of the need for

the facility, and invites them to join an advisory committee for the home.

In order to "let matters develop at their own pace, " Mr. Smith does not
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-specify the purpose and responsibilities of the committee. Mr. Smith then:

calls another meeting, through announcements in local-papers, and invites the

community to meet his advisory committee and discuss the future of the home.

Through this committee,- community resistance can, he thinks, be managed. .

Pbor John Smith.

He's made some'big mistakes. Some of them are tactical errors that could

delay the start of"his program for months, or even wocrse, destroy it alto-

gether. Others represent lost opportunities -- oppor4unities to build a

stronger base for changing public attitudes toward developmentally-disabld

people.

But folk 4iscjom suggests that hts.biggestm4Stake might have been that

he went public in the first

Planners of neighborhood-based programs for developmentally disabled

people tend to look at the siting process the same way that Columbus first

looked,at crossing the Atlantic: a long, difficult expedition shadowed by the

prospect of unpleasant encounters with the residents of the territory at

journey's end: This isn't just fear of the unknown. In the most recent com--

prehensive survey of the siting experiences of community programs, the op-

erators of 472 facilities were queried about citizen reaction to their move--Th

into the.neighborhood. Over a third encountered opposition from their neigh-

bors,-and most of it was strong. (1) The same survey suggests "it is quite

possible that for every two or three programs, that are established and con-

tinue to operate, another has been prohibited or closed because of community

opposition." That's a frightening prospect for an agency that wants to open

new community-based programs.

Dealing with citizen opposition is costly not only in terms of money.

44
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. It takes time as well. Over half of the programs in the Horizon House survey

which reported citizen opposition, were forced to postpone their opening by

at least eight months. Delays like this can put a severe_strain on agency --\

resources and, perhaps more importantly, on the expectations of potential

clients waiting for placement in community programs. It's not surprjsing, then,

that program planners try to detour around the community rather than face it

directly. How do they do ti .Let's look at three of the more common strategies.
. -

First, many agencies attempt to site facilities under-the-table, without

the direct knowledge of their potential neighbors. FaCilities are purchased

quietly. Renovations are made slowly, and residents are phased into the home

with as little commotion as possible. By the time the community recognizes

that they've got a new neighbor, the facility is already in operation. _Po-

tential opposition-is undercut through a fait accompli. Second, several

states use legislation or court rulings to.supercede local land use regula-

tion even if there's a good p-rospect for neighborhood opposition.t Proponents

of this strategy claim that this, is perhaps the most efficient method for

managing community opposition. It removes the siting process from the one

forum -- the zoning process -= where thit opposition has traditionally been ,

expressed.

The third strategy for managing opposition to residential facilities is

simply to avoid it. This is the most common strategy, and it frequently in-

, volves siting homes in lower-income transitional neighborhoods where organized

opposition is least likely to emerge. Unfortunately, like many detours, these ,

three routes around the opposition often take you right back to where you

started -- or worse, to someplace you didn't want to be at all.

jn many states, for example, under-the-table siting has become very dif-

ficult 'to keep under the table. The deinstitutionalization movement is

. 45
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spreading; people\are more aware that programs are being moved into their

-communities. So surreptitious siting efforts are often uncovered. And when

they are, the community's reaction is predictable. They're outraged. Con-

sider the comments of one citizen who stood before the town.council to pro-

test a planned facility that his neighbors had unearthed.. "I am appalled,"

hedeClared, -"by the shockingly hurried and secret way the residents were let

in on the fact that such a home would be:in their area." (2) Potential

neighbors like this gentleman tend to view provider-agencies as being part of

the "government." Today, there are significant public pressures-on govern-

ment to be open and honest. When a provider isn't -- er,doesn't appear to

be -- people's fears of the mentally retarded can be compounded by their

anger toward an agency that seems to be covertly "meddling" with their life-

style. (3) Providers who choose covert siting, therefore, run a high risk of

destroying their credibility in the community. And they are liable to damage

the prospects of "normal" relationships between residents of a community \ . .

facility and their neighbors.

Likewise, agencies which depend upon' state law to override local zoning

ordinances are dding less than they think to sidestep the problems of tommu-

nity opposition. Closing off the zoning process merely eliminates some of

.the points at With the establishment of the facility can be challenged; it

doesn't eliminate opposition altogether. Only 16 percent of 'the facilities

surveyed by Horizon House, for example, encountered'"zoning difficulties."

But 34 'per cent -- twice as many -- faced significant community opposition.

Clearly, the zoning issue isn't necessary for citizens to get their feelings

into thg open. They can Von to the courts, the town councils, newspapers

or to the legislature where they must be confronted in any event.

The third strategy -- siting facilities in transi i al neighborhoods,
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where opposition tends to be lightest -- is the Simplest. Unfortunately,

this path of least resistance often leads to a dead-end. Consider the case

of Pittsburgh's Oakland district, a university neighborhood with a mixed,

lower middle class population. In the rush to establish community-based

O

programs, agencies flocked to.Oakland; soon its 6,100 residents were sharing

the neighborhood with over 300 recently-deinstitutionalized citizens. This

Led some people to claim that Oakland had become an institution itself -- witht

out walls to be sure, but also without social service facilities sufficient

to support the clients of these community-based programs. Whatever the truth

of these olaims, agencies which site their programs without regard to disper-
/

sing them throughout a community do run heavy risks -- risks of defeating the

very'goals they set out to achieve:

On a practical level, then, each of these three strategies -- covert

siting, zoning overrides and concentrating facilities in a transitional neigh-

borhood -- is severely flawed. They simply don't do 'at program planners

would want them to do. 'Then why do agencies seem to favorthese kinds of

tactics over siting strategies that involve the community directly? In the

short run, they're easier to implement and control. And they seem to fit

with the prevailing philosophy of many who oftrate community-based programs.

W hen Evergreen Homes', covertsiting strategy was unearthed by angry citizens,

the director of the agency took a very common position. "I will not" she

told the citizens of Wilkes-Barre, "take away the dignity of the-mentally

retarded by begging for what is rightfully by law." (4) In short, for

now the public can be damned.

'Her vehemence is u erstandable. So -- in a way -- are her sentiments.

But they are self - defeating. By taking a "public be damned" position, the

agency was,not Only denying the perfectly legitimate rights of the neighbor-
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hood to honesty, consideration and respect from those who spend their tax

dollars. (5) Evergreen was undermining the foundation of the very program

it was trying to establish. When neighbors are.shut out of the deinstitu-

tionalization process, they automatically become characterized as opponents.

They cease to be.seen and heard as potential partners in a system of care

that must rely on at least a passively receptive community to achieve its

goal of normalizing life experiences for.developmentally disabled people.

On the other hand, Evergreen could have used open siting -- where facilities

are implemented through direct, honest and more-or-less continuous contact

with the neighborhood -- to help build this partnership. The agency would

have had to address citizen concerns, defuse fears,,calm apprehensions. But

open siting offers amile oppbrtunity to do just that -- and even to create

a climate where broader-based publlk education fs feasible.

Putting "normals" into carefully-planned direct contact with developmen-

tally disabled people, for example, is perhaps the most effective technique

for changing public attitudes. Certain pre-conditions, however, must be met

before these contacts wi .( I work. Although research is fragmentary, it sug-

gests that these circumstances could be created when agencies deal directly

with target communities during a siting attempt. (6) T9 our knowledge, no

one has attempted to test the potential of this resource for attitude change.

But it seems worthy of more than hasty consideration.

Other community education activities can also be strengthened by linking

them to the deinstitutionalization process. General mass media campaigns,

for example, are notoriously unmemorable, and Unrememberable. T1 ir effec-

tiveness most often suffers when the man-in-the-street can't see a connection
. .

between your message and his life. If he doesn't, he'll turn it off. During

open siting efforts, however, citizens throughout the community quickly come
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to realize that they have a direct stake'in the events around them.

be more likely to pay attention to your PSA's and newspaper features, because

they realize they can use the informaflon. Your public'educatibn efforts are,

therefore, more likely to succeed.

On.the surface open siting seems like the most appropriate way to imple-

ment community programs. It accords\the neighborhood a legitimate stake in

shaping its own growth. It deepens the potential for public awareness. It

avoids the pitfalls of other, more circuitous routes for siting facilities.

But it suffers from on major shortcoming of its own: it is not an easy road

to travel, no matter how attractive the destination. John Smith learned this

lesson the hard way, along with countless other prOviders Who have rushed

headlong into open siting without first considering how told° it:. He committed

at least five community relations errors,that doomed effort before it

really began.

...He announced his plans with great fanfare,"and without
permitting himself any maneuverability.

...He used expert opinion to help argue,his case before the
neighbors, and relied' to heavily on traditional opinion
leaders.

...He ran his public meeting without an agenda.

'...He scheduled Ind hoc meetings, thus contributing to a
sense of communal crisis.

..He formed an advisory group for the home without clearly
defining its powers and tasks.

Providers often make mistakes like these. According to our reading of

existing survey researcP', they frequently create their own siting Oroblems'by

saying the right thing at,the wrong time, the wrong thing at the right time,

by saying too much, or t o little. (7) Unfortunately, their experiences)ead
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them.to suspect that the solution is not to find better techniques for open

sitingqa to-avoid it altogether. (8)

This isn't necessary. Open siting does work -- if it is approached sys-

tematically and with attention paid.to some elementary community relations

techniques. Crawford and Wolpert, for example, describe four siting experi-

ences in Lancaster CotInty, Pennsylvania, where the "ingenuity and foresight

of the administrator was revealed in his work with existing community struc-

tures-." All four residential facilities for the mentally retarded were sited

without controversy "although Lancaster has.a very conservative tradition and

is overwhelmingly white and middle class." They found that the operator --

through his skills in community relations -- was able to "avert a feeling of

community intrusion or 'disruption with the establishment of these group

homes." (9)

How can other providers duplicate the success of the Lancaster

trator? Unfortunately, there is no single road map to follow. Each commu-

nity it different; and each siting attempt raises a different set of community

relations problems to solve. But here,are some general guidelines that can

beapplied by any provider committed to open.sitiag --guidelines that will

make it easier to do the job they set out to do. (10)

1. Don't hide behind the law. Finding a site With appropriate zoning,

or using state law to override local zoning'ordinances doesn't guaranteea

free ride. Citizens who oppose your facilities will find a way to tell their

ry: in the courts, the town council, the state legislature, or in the

!media: Wherever they say it, what your opponents say ca damage your standing

.
in the community, if not your freedom of movement in present and future siting

efforts.

2. Keep,a,low profile, but don't go underground. The most irrate oppo-
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nents of community facilities are those who stumble onto an undercover siting

attempt. With the number of community programs increasing, your chances of

"sneaking in" are small. And if your are discovered, the damage to your repu-

tation could be devastating. Speaksoftly. But make sure that everyone hears

you.

. 3. Don't forget that people are looking at you. How the neighborhood

'and-the community feel about your agency is as important as their attitudes'

toward developmentally disabled people. Many citizens are as suspicious of

government,agencies that appear insensitive to their needs, as they.are fear,

ful of.sharing-their neighborhood. with developmentally disabled people. Be.

responsive; but don't let community misgivings about your style interfere with

'effortS to deajoith more fundamental concerns:

Go public, and mean it. Bringing the community into the siting

process can be.a positiye force in promoting acceptance of the facility. But.

:citizens must see that their involvement,is meaningful. Both proponents and

opponents of the facility should
sense. some degree of control over the outcome

of the'siting attempt. 'Selecting between alternative sites, or helping to

plan for physical imprOvements
are areas where citizen control can beexer-

c.ised,-- if the agency declares that a suitablesite.wiil be found within a

specified time. These opportunities to deal directly with the provider and
. -

$

to make real choices can reduce the need for citizens to exprtAs opposition

in ether, let's manageable ways,-- by'gOirig to court or, to the city douncil,'

for example. And, of course,. by going public, providers can take advantage

of increased opportunities for public education and attitude change.

5. Be'open. Withholding inforMation or presenting only positive images

of'your program can increase community suspicion, and lead to-more active

opposition.
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6. Meet the public on your terms. Schedule regular meetings. Regularity

makes the agebty look dependable. Sporadic, d hoc meetings lend a sense of
e'

crisis to the proceedings and may Sugg the public that the agency is

fearful of citizen input. Be respons o the needs of the public in set-

ting up agendas for your public meetings. Give citizens an opportunity to

help set the agenda, before the fact. But, run a tig meeting. Chaos.is

the only alternative.

7. bo your own talking. Get out into the community, into your prospec-

,,, ,tive neighborhoods' homes. Hear their problems, and respond to them honestly.

Don't depend on mass media campaigns alone to change opinions in a neighborhood.

Most often, it doesn't'reach those whose opinions you want to change. And it's

expensive. An appiopriatt method of introducing the notion of a facility in.

the neighborhood is through house-by-house chats,with individual residents,

'inviting them personally to a neighborhood meeting. This is an opportunity

to gauge the extent and nature of potential opposition, and to identify your

supporters.

8. .Experts don't.always work: Bringing outside experts into a community

, to help convince residents that a proposed facility is worthwhile m4 not'be

.-persuasive. TestimonYy neighborhood residents-in favor of the facility will

appear more credible-to other members of the community, .specialy-if they

join you during a house-to-hquSecanvass.

9. Don't expect advisory committees to see things your way. Consumer

representatives often spend the bulk of their time defending or promoting

very particular interests;, those of their ow children, or those programs

most consistent with their own pre-conce enotions of appropriate tare for

developmentally disabled people, Th e are perfectly,legitimate'concerns.

However, you tannotrespond sa factorily to the. whole range of individual,
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concerns. This will frustrate the CoMmittee and'deepen'the potential reSer,

voir of community suspicion. Attempt, therefore, to,imMediately broaden, the

perspective ofYoue Committee members; permit them to educate themselves..

Take the initiative in-creating activities that will lead them to work cooper-

atively with you in solving common problems.

10. Think positively. Present an optimistic face to the public about'

the impleMentalidn of a proposed facility. Some statistics demonstrate -that

those agencies that/feel co fident about implementation, have a better chanCe

of succeeding at it than t se who don't.

These guidelines are not a blue print for success in open siting.

They can't guarantee that opposition Will disappear or that neighbors will

quietly join the movement to build effe.ctive community-based programs for

developmentally disabled people. Technique is not enough. Providers must .

be able to apply it. Arid this means understanding pople''-= and how to relate

to them. .The guidelines we've offered can point to promisingElltes-; or steer

yollaway from dead-ends. But'the :Purdeh,of Open siting will always rest with

'the provider. In 'this paper, we have aitemptedto,demohstrate that the burden

is worth carrying --and that it is not as heavy as some would think, if you

know how to carry it.
.
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Consumer participation has been a strong foundatibn of the DD program

sinco its Inception. Even with the new DD legislation, it appears that their

input and involvement is:sp-engthened. This sho?.t paper examines some of the

communication activities of consumers in the area of designing and implementing

a community basecipproach. It reflects a developmental model used as a basis

for providing,services to developmentally disabled children and adults.

Two advoCates, Virgi9ia Russock and Eleanor PattiSon, fr:om the Eleanor,,

Roosevelt Developmental Services of Albany, New York, prepared this material.

They were assisted by Jon Miller of DD/TAS.
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Introduction

This brief paper represents a somewhat unusual perspective on public

awareness in that its focus is on communicat.ion.=between a service delivery,.

system and the consumers of jts,service. The material here reflects the

work of Eleanor Roosevelt Developmental Services (ERDS) which serves a six

county area around Albany, New York and represents a highly innovative

approach to deinstitutionalization.

One of the major components of the program, which has achieved,remarkable

results in deinstitutionalization, is consumer involvement. Consumers -- the

. developmentally disabled and their families -- are a "public" with the great-
.

est possible interest in DD services., The following paper describes how one

public service delivery system has established an active, continuous, and

"two-way" communication system with 'their consumers and the community in

which they operate.

Background

In the late 1960's significant changes were occurring in public and pro-.

fessional attitudes_Zawd persons with developmental disabilities, both in

the perception of those citizens and in the provision of services for them.

The 1960'5 were characterized by an increase in number and effectiveness of

parent organizations to advocate change, a heightened recognition of the legal

rights of individuals to equal treatment and access to services, and increased-

public awareness' of the horrors and'inadequacy of institutional care. This

era also saw a clearer perception of widening gaps between the benefits of

prosperity ac ruing, to millions of people and the neglect of those unable to

act for themselves, particularly.thoSe difdren and adults denied these bene-

fits because of their developmental disabilities.

5-8
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Advances were also being made within the many public agencies and pteet-

sional disciplines working with developmentally disabled persons. In medicine,

the health sciences, and education, there was increased concern with prevention

and with child development. In psychology and the social sciences there was

an increased understanding of..indivicual_benayior and the dynamics of families

and communities. There was also an increasing articulation of the normaliza-

tion principle. One elusive element, however, was a means by which consumers,

parents, and professionals could work together to apply these advances.

The Eleanor Roosevelt Developmental Services (EROS) program was initiated

in 1970 in a six county area around Albany, New York. This pilot program had

a mandate to establish comprehensive community-based services for developmen-

tally disabled'children and adults. Its mission was to offer genuine alter-

natives to institutional care. (see Figure 1 which depicts the Orbit of Commu-

nity Based Deve'opmental Service). The program was established by the New

York State Department of Mental Hygiene, but was to collaborate with commu-

nity based agencies and parents of service recipients in developing a system

of institutional alternatives. Initial program goals were ambitious. An

example is the goal of reducing institutional admissions from the service

area from an average of 79.per year to 0. 'Although this was a five-year goal,

it was accompli'shed by 1973.

Consumer Involvement

Consumers are an integral part of the community-based developmental

model: In the past, priorities were often set by service providers without

any real involvement of'consumers. The emphasis on consumer and community

input, assures the integration of'faluable reservoirs of knowledge and

skills into every aspect of program and communications planning, development,
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Figure 1
Orbit of ComMunity Based Developmental Service
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and implementation.

Each geographic team of Eleanor Roosevelt Developmental Services, which

serves a po ation from 50,000 to 150,000, has a consumer board comprising

representatives from th consumer agencies and individuals in its catchment

area. The agencies include the local Associations for Retarded Children, the

Capital District_ Chapters of the New York Association for Brain Injured Child-

ren and the National Society for Autistic Children, United Cerebral Palsy

Association, the Upstate Spina Bifida and Hydrocephalus Association, and

others. Individuals with handicaps, parents o 'institutionalizedinstitutionalized children

and- adults, and staff representatives from community' agencies and public

schools are important members of the consumer boards. The boards meet with

staff at least monthly to discuss and act'upon program planning, implementatic

and evaluation. They also advise the staff on priorities,assist in public

awareness and communication activities, and assume responsibility for specific

program areas. Each consumer board includes members whose primary function

is to assist in'planning and evaluating prograMs, assist in planning for per-

sons returning from state operated facilities, serve as advocates for dis-

satisfied or unserved parents and other consumers, contribute to planning

and providing education and in- service training of staff:and assist in

7

selecting key personnel. Hence, the consumer board with each team is a work=

ing,,task oriented board.

In addition to the board operation, members of the consumer boards,

parents of Eleanor Roosevelt Developmental Services clients, community volun-.

teers, and -other conce ed.parents and consumers have formed an independent

advocacy group. This group eeks to improve communication between consumer

organizations, agencies, and in iduals and support the community-based de-

velopmental model. Members of this oup serve.on committees organized func-
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tionally and in a ay similar to the committee structure of eachGonsumer board,

SO there are committees on communication, education, evaluation, and advocacy.

Finally, consumers are als&l;art of the paid staff of Eleanor Roosevelt

De4lopmental Services. They act as in-house advocates, share their knowledge

in Such matters as staff hiring and program planning, act as liaison with

consumer agencies, and serve as advocates for individualFclients. The parents

on staff also provide in-service training of members of the professional

staff to acquaint them with consumer viewpoints. The effects of the involve-

ment arse often,quitetangible and visible -- the warmth of a program, its

setting and the real involvement of parents, staff, volunteers, and the

children and adults themselveS.

Communications Activities

The innovative, if not unique, approach to communications in ERDS programs
"v.

is to prchote the awareness of a very significant public through thpir involve-

ment in the program. Not only are all consumers made very aware of the pro -

gram through direct involvement, but many other elements of the community

also. The many public and private organizations in active contact with the

program, as illustrated in Figure 1, represent a large share of the total

community population. Many people represented, in the public schools for

example, are not normally in contact with DD programs, and are often considered

part of'the "general public." Because the community itself is the center and

focus'of programs, rather than a brick and mortar program, all of the many

daily contacts between program components and community residents are community

education -- or public awareness -- activities.

The design of this program capitalizes, for public awareness purpoSes, on

the effectiveness of person'to person communication. The direct involvement
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of consumers and other community residents serves to heighten awareness end

understanding of the program a direct function of providing services. Thus

a very large group in the community is reached without need for any traditional

activities organized solely for public awareness purposes. Public awareness

is "built-in" in a real and effective manner.

\

Closing

As a pilot program, Eleanor

striated the feasibility of continuius consumer participation throughout its

planning, implementation, and commu icating processes. These methods of

cooperation have given new strength and responsiveness to the mental hygiene

system, and they foster a cooperativ environment in which both consumers and
---

providers can work together to achiev- goals commonly agreed upon.

;/'
oosev elt Developmental Services has demon-
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CHAPTER 6

%

A FILMMAKER'S THOUGHTS ON

FILM PRODUCTION-

CONCERNING THE DEVELOPMENTALLY DISABLED

by

James Stanfield
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Film is a potentially.powerful tool for c iunication and persuasion;

it can, however, be misused. James Stanfeld is a Professor of Special

Education at California State Universitiat Los Angeles, a filmmaker and

film distributor.

Responding to the BD public awareness effort, he hag strong opinions

on when films are needed,.how films should be made, and what-kind of filths

are needed. Using a question- answer format, Stanfield responds in this

chapter to frequently asked questions concerning public awareness.
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Introduction

As a filmmaker who has a professional background in Special` Education, I

am frequently asked by prospective producers (A.R.C's, Departments of Mental

Health, etc.) to meet and consult with Oft' on the productibn of public,aware-

ness films concerning persons with developmental disabilities. In reviewing

these meetings, I have recognized several key questions which inevitably arise.

These questions, together with my responses, are presented in the body of this

paper. Although there are many more questions which must be asked before be-

ginnin production, the following are, in my opinion, the first to be answered.

Questions and Responses

QUESTION: Is film an effective medium to change or
.
form attitudes and behaV-

iors;.to educate and persuade?

RESPONSE: I am convinced-that theatrical films have had a significant histori-
,

cal role in the nurturing of a negative public image.and the dissemi-

nation of misinformation concerning the disabled. I am convinced

further that the same medium can be used to communicate accurate

information and develop positive attitudes.

Television programming, which the average American watches seven

hours a day, is founded upon the assumptionthat film can teach

and Wes influence behavior. If this assumption were incorrect,

commercial-television could not exist. Television could sell a

poiitive image of the disabled -- a "people first" image -- as

effectively as it does cars and soap. Imagine "Mary Hartman,

Mary Hartman" sponsored by the Developmental Disabilities Technical

Assistance System.
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QUESTION: 'Should we use a "super exceptiondl" or normativk approach in illus- .

trating the handicapped?

$0

RESPONSE: Both approaches serve a purpose'. In the film "A Matter of Incon-

venience" I deliberately chose disabled individuals who had shown a

remarkable degree of accomodation and adjustment. I wanted to

startle my audience by showing disabled people acting completely

opposite to their stereotype and, in so doing, break up that

stereotype. Watching' people who are blind or amputees 'ski the

slopes ofDonner Pass is siMpTy incompatible with feeling sympathy,

pity and devaluAtion.

However, in "Peddle First", a documentary I recently filmed on A

self-advocacy group of developmentally disabled citizens in Oregon,

my approach was completely different. wa to emphasize not

what these people could do, but what they are -7 eople first.

This was best done by showing disabled individuals with a full

range of adjustment, accomodation and competence while emphasizihg

the universality of their needs and feelings as-human beings. Af-

ter making "People First", I feel this normative approach touches

people at a deeper level and is the'one I favor.

QUESTION: How do we select a filmmaker and what will it cost?

RESPONSE: Your film must be well produc Television has made your audience

accustome&to technical perfection. Before signing a contract,

see what the filmmaker has don in the past and ask to speak,to

a sponsor he or she has worked for. The latter will give you an

idea how well the filmmaker will listen to your needs over,hii

own urge to make the film his own. Expect to pay in the range of

6 7.
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i-f200 to $1,500 per minute of the running, length of ;the finished

film Payment is made, usually, iri foup installmeas: *1/4 on

approval of the script; 1/4 after shooting; 14/4 on approval of,

workprint, and 1/4 on delivery of the first copy. the funding'

agency should retain - ownership of the negative in order to negotiate

possible' uture distribution of contractS.

Because funding is difficult, student'filmMakers often are used.
//

/Some films show it, a few arc the best 'made in the-field.. ,Again,

/,
look at what the student has done before-and ask- for endOrsements.

I must say that the sponsor, generally gett what he p

film business.

for .in the

QUESTION: Should we distribute thiS'film'ourselves or contract with a film

distributor? ce

RESPONSE: 4f your message is Worth the time and money of a 16mMfilm, It,

should be worth national distribution. ,(If -it is not applicable

for anyone beyond your immediate community, then make a filMstrip,

slide show or video tape.) Do not try_to diitribute it yourself.

You do not have 'the money, expertise or time: National distribution

involves mailings in excess of 50,00- pieces, preview printsi

-inspection and shipping, jourrial ads, and festivarentries, etc.*

You won't and can't do it. Instead, contract with a,.national film

distributor and expect a royalty in the range of 15% to 25% of all

..- -

gross sales. A good educational film will sell froth 250 to 500

films.- Your royalties may fund another film or provide scholarships

to a workshop, and you are getting your message to millions. ,

- -

Pick your distributor as carefully as you pick your filmma
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\\ to seeWhat_other films like yours he has in his libra

yours) and how well

e

evalua,tj on ..from

Cl -Commen s

fore producing 40y Nater4,02,int,or non-Ort_

(if he

, .

has nonez,he does -rot already haye,a mar or mailing list for

e Tone, Do nat forget to ask for an

'of his clients.(1)

4

whai is ready-avitT3tle, Yvu may find at yOu need has a

-the 'market for

4a'ax:been made.

the following'fi1>a are available 'Which promote the 1 iiation

N
concept: ''Cojkt tie 4n", "Like Everybody Else", "Like Other People ",` oming

'For exam

.. .

Note", 'People FIrst "Readin' and,Writin% Ain't Everything". Although V
*

each film approaches the subject unique and each coversadditional topics;

any one could,be>used to stress't right

A*

\ .

disabled. And if any one would nbt<a combination of all or part.of

he others certainly 'would. Buyin ll six wo cost ldss than 10% of a

citizensh115 for the developmentally

ne film and save one year of roduction time -= f er you would have great
A

flexibility in programming film p sentaiioni to Ai ent audiences.

It i my opinion that there al -.dy exist several e cellent films 12)'

hichNoan b- used to develop a positiv and reponsible'at *tude.--thigaret. the .

d 1 opmenta 1 1 disabled. The films' tha

. show secific pro rams and training proved

trainin films. We ave,films which.show.a nee now Aeed specific illus-

ed. to be made. ow are oftes_which

; parent; aid, and professional

trations o how to m the need. .
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(1) For 'more information onthis- topic tee "Distributors Vs Buyers" in
Sightlines; Vol. 9, NO,. 2, publishe3 by The Educational Film Library

:Association, 17W. 60th Street, NY, NY 10023.
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(2)- r information on any of the films mentioned in this article as well.
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as a list or films. to be used for community education, contact the

author at The' Stanfield House,,, 900 Euclid Street, P.'0. Box 3208,

Santa 'Monica, CA '90403.
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